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TITONI

COSMO AUTOMATIC

A MODERN INTERPRETATION OF A CLASSIC
TITONI is one of the few remaining
independent family-owned watch companies
in Switzerland. Three generations of the
Schluep family have gone their own way for
decades, and each of them has pursued a
long-term vision to guarantee the company’s
stability and continuity.

www.titoni.ch
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Reference:
878 SRG-ST-606
Gender: Gent
Movement:
Automatic ETA 2824-2
Function: 3 Hands, Date
Diameter: 41.00 mm
Glass: Anti-reflective coating
(on both sides of the glass)
Water resistance: 10 ATM
Dial style: Index
Dial Colour: Silver
Strap: Leather

Sponsored content

At the heart of TITONI’s philosophy stands its credo to produce Swissmade mechanical watches of the highest quality at affordable prices. With
almost a century old heritage, the company is fully dedicated to offering its
clients first-class timepieces that live up to its high standards.
Today, TITONI is proud to introduce its latest product novelty: The Cosmo
Automatic. This collection comes in a fresh design as an addition to the
Cosmo Series, generally known for its glamorous timepieces with exquisite
details, giving it a more rejuvenated and modern interpretation.
The unique wave-shaped fluted bezel - inspired by the geometric form of
a seashell - seems to extend the watch dial into an invisible flow of space
and time and the faceted hands and indexes lend further charisma and
glamour to its overall look.
The new collection is available either with a stainless steel bracelet or
leather strap, both equipped with a solid and decorative folding clasp offering high wearing comfort as well as style. The steel bracelet impresses
with a mixture of brushed and polished links that playfully interact with
light while the beautiful colour options of the leather strap (available in charcoal grey, dark brown or navy blue) set an elegant tone of their own.
This collection is a worthy addition to the classic Cosmo Series and reflects
TITONI’s true passion for the fine art of watchmaking – a heritage the Swiss
family business has embraced for generations.

